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Silver monster box dimensions

For serious physical silver investors, monster boxes are one of the best ways to stock up silver assets. On ABC Bullion, we offer a range of 1oz silver bullion coins that are available to buy in monster boxes (500 coins). Including: ABC Bullion 1oz Silver Eureka Coins - Monster Box Dimensions: 24.5cm (L) x 20.5cm (W) x 11.5cm (H) Royal Canadian Mint 1oz Silver Maple Coin -
Monster Box Dimensions: 24.5cm (L) x 20.5cm (W) x 11.5cm (H) U.S. Mint 1oz Silver Eagle Coin - Monster Box Dimensions: 37.5cm (L) x 21.5cm (W) x 11.5cm (H) South African Mint 1oz Silver Crow Coingerrand - Monster Box Dimensions: 26.5cm 0cm(L) x 21.3cm (W) x 10.5cm (H) Perth Mint Coin Perth Mint 1oz Silver Kangaroo Monster Box: Includes 250 Coins - Monster Box
Dimensions: 26 5cm (L) x 12.5cm (W) x 10.0cm (H) Perth Mint 1oz Silver Koala Monster Box: Includes 100 coins Pert Mint 1oz Silver Kookaburra Monster Box: Includes 100 coins to buy monster boxes, simply inputs the largest amount available for your selected silver coin in the 'Quantity' box, or click on the ingot stack icon and select the largest amount listed, then click ' Buy
now'.   What is the best way to save my monster box? Monster boxes can be stored with ABC bullion, or in your independent safety deposit box with our sister company Custodian Vaults. See full details of our storage options here.   The discounted volume of quickShip ® eligible quantity/wire price check shown under the check/wire includes a 4.0% cash discount. Prices shown
under BTC/BCH (Bitcoin/Bitcoin Cash) include a cash discount of 3.0%. The prices shown under CC/PayPal are the full list price. BTC/BCH prices shown under cheques/wires include a 4.0% cash discount. Prices shown under BTC/BCH (Bitcoin/Bitcoin Cash) include a cash discount of 3.0%. The prices shown under CC/PayPal are the full list price. CC/PayPal prices shown under
check/wire include 4.0% cash discount. Prices shown under BTC/BCH (Bitcoin/Bitcoin Cash) include a cash discount of 3.0%. The prices shown under CC/PayPal are the full list price. 1 - 19 $24.99 $25.25 $26.03 20 + $19.99 $20.20 $20.82 Your purchase is guaranteed to match the quality of the product shown. This case will not be accurate. Product Details Product Details
Product History Specifications Sell to us Why Buy Product Details This original green monster box from U.S. Mint offers a great storage solution for your investments and is perfect for storing your American Silver Eagle coins. Monster Box Highlights: Real Green Monster Box of U.S. Mint. Dimensions: 14.75 x 8.5 x 4.5. Keeps up to 25 tubes for silver eagle coins. Protect your
investment further by adding these silver eagle coin tubes to your order. These boxes are a great way to save your investments. Add this monster box to your cart today! These recycled boxes may have light levels Remaining labeled or other superficial symptoms. The 1 ounce American silver eagle is widely considered the only silver bullion grade investment produced by the
U.S. Mint. The coin is so popular that it is then sought by people around the world. Whether buying current or outdated versions of coins, Silver Eagle is a great investment opportunity. There is great history and value in American Silver Eagles. Protecting the value of coins with green monster boxes will help your investment grow year after year. Monster boxes of high quality allow
your flexibility to move it often without damaging the coins made inside. 1 ounce silver American Eagle box monster tightly rather than too bulky. Box dimensions are 14.75 x 8.5 x 4.5. It provides ample space for you to save your investment regardless of the room a lot. Blunt green monster boxes can fit neatly in any closet, desk space or even under the bed without causing
discomfort. Protect your beautifully designed American silver eagle and buy green monster boxes today. See more + Product ID: 8873 Degrees: No Service Grade: No Mint Sign: N/A - Metal Content Not Available: 0 Troy Ounces Purity: N/ One Internal Package: 1 Pack Out: 1 U.S. Mint Delivers a Special Coin Storage Unit to Keep The Number of Coins For Ultimate Protection and
Protection. Maintaining the value of your precious metal collection is important and by buying bulk, green monster boxes save your investment safely while moving it from place to place. This green monster box stores up to 500 coins completely without damaging the outer coin. Valuable coin supplies are available even for larger purchases that allow buyers flexibility in shopping.
Please contact our purchasing team at (800) 514-6318 to speak to one of our representatives or learn more about how to sell to APMEX. When you buy coins in bulk, you want to ensure all those coins are protected both in and out. For bulk buyer, the 1 ounce silver American Eagle Green Monster Box offers the perfect solution for bulk purchases. Using so many coins, you want
to ensure your purchase is not damaged for the long term. Green monster boxes protect coins from destruction, rust, PVC damage and much more. 500 green monster box coins will protect your investment both now and in the future. This green monster box works better than standard cardboard boxes or plastic, which can damage coins. These coin supplies you should have for
big purchases. Posted by:Lover Box Since:USA Date:December 22, 2020 Was this review useful? Yes/ No good quality boxes to store your precious metals (not just ASEs!) glad I posted one by:Sadiecakes from:Colorado Date:August 20, 2020 Was this review useful? Yes/no this box is great, I thought it was half the size!going to another, for my high quality bars fit correctly Cost
submitted by:GrandMaCodes:USA Date:May 22, 2020 Was this review useful? Yes/no I am impressed with the conditions of the ASE Monster Box, I bought from APMEX! I moved the content from what I had before. Posted By:Steven From:Wyoming Date:Jan 23, 2020 Was this review helpful? Yes/No as advertised, a monster box lets you save your American silver eagles or any
other coins you want. compact and comfortable . Posted by:49fine From:Marion, Ohio Date:March 14, 2019 Was this review helpful? Yes/no these boxes are ideal for storing silver and gold. Rounds &amp; Bars fast cargo! High Quality Fit Low Cost Posted by:jay:anaheim CA Date:July 4, 2017 Was this review useful? Yes/no I order this because I'm for storing my metals and foil
bills when I re-look at it brand new and look great and it's very convenient to store attractive stuff mint design recognized brand status posted by:Just a customer from:Ohio Date:December 31, 2015 Was this review useful? Yes/ No, my guess was correct. I bought several monster boxes of sunshine mint 1 round of ounces, which come in 25 (20 coins) of plastic tubes packed in a
box of nonsense cardboard. The right pipes are perfectly used in this American Eagle monster box. great. Value (premium low over point) Attractive design Posted by:Dean in Elkcreek from:Taylorsville, KY Date:January 1, 2015 Was this review useful? Yes/No purchased to protect and store my American Eagle coins. Attractive high quality design posted by:Worst one
yet:Pearsall, TX Date:August 24, 2014 Was this review useful? Yes/ No box is well made and easily able to hold and control 500 coins, which is a masterpiece, on its own. Low Cost Arranged Fit Fit High Quality Attractive Design Posted By:silentwarrior From:Dallas, TX Date:August 8, 2014 Was this review useful? Yes/no this box is great for economic storage. I bought this box to
save my American eagles where I buy by pipe. Attractive looking boxes and safe eagle are very good and lightweight. Our low cost attractive storage design suits our high quality quality providing all our customers with refunds, returns and/or exchanges on everything we have including all the billets and certified coins. If for any reason, you have a problem, please feel free to
contact us. We always do our best to fit you, description of the mint seal product of the monster box of 500 brilliant maple leaf silver gems from 2020 mint. Now renowned for its purity and quality, the Royal Canadian Mint has 1 ounce. 99.99% Pure 2020 Silver Maple Leaf (SML) Billet features new enhanced visual security features. Intricate radial lines and a micro-engraved laser
sign are now permanent additions to mint's flagship silver bullion coin. These luminous silver leafy silver coins are minced with a troy ounce of .9999 good silver, make them the purest silver Coins on the market today. It has a $5 face value, the highest face value of any comparable silver bullion coin in the world. The reverse design features an iconic image of Canada, maple leaf.
The effigy vague features of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, made in 2003 by Canadian portrait artist Susanna Blunt. Item Specifications #:ZS_MPLE_2020_MONBOXManufacturer:Royal Canadian MintIRA Confirm:YesCondition:Brilliant Uncirculated Year(s):2020 Purity:0.9999 Silver Content:Coin: 1 Troy Ounce Box: 500 Troy Ounces Denomination:$5.00 (CAD) Width:Coin: n/a
Box: 8 Lengths:n/a Box: 9.75 Depth:Coin: 3.29mm Box: 4.5Mm Diameter:Coin: 38mm Box: n/a Coin Qty:500 Country:Canada Your Order Rate less than $5,000 $7.95 $5,000 +UP FREE Shipping rates to Canada are based on weight and volume of order. Please add items to your cart and start the payment process to view shipping rates. Rates.
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